Keep the temperature up and save on your heating bill, for a cozy winter

Eco by Moondream, the winter version of Refresh by Moondream®, is a user-friendly kit consisting of a supple metal-coated thermal lining and a self-adhesive Velcro-type strip, that makes it possible to install the lining on an existing curtain in just a few minutes.

A simple and cost-effective solution to avoid wasting energy and prevent up to 80% of heat loss through windows… to the delight of all those who are sensitive to the cold!

A tried and tested economic asset

An independent laboratory test* requested by Moondream proves the effectiveness of the Eco by Moondream® lining.

**Principle:** Test simulating a totally heat-insulated room, equipped with standard glazing, with an outdoor temperature of 5°C and an indoor temperature of 22°C. The metal coating of the curtain reflects 80 to 90% of the infrared rays produced by indoor heating appliances.

**Result:** a 46% difference in heating consumption between a room with a window alone and a room with a window equipped with an Eco by Moondream® lined curtain.

*Test report no. M101 from the ENVEHO Engineering Office, dated 02.09.2009*
**ECO by Moondream®**

Material: 99.99% polyester – 0.1% aluminium  
Size: 135 x 240 cm

Improved insulation - heat stays inside

Windows account for the greatest heat loss. Indoor heat is directly drawn outside through window panes, resulting in excessive energy consumption. **Eco by Moondream® is immediately effective.** The lining immediately reflects heat from indoor heating appliances back inside. The room temperature increases, creating a comfortable warm atmosphere.

Moondream® also offers a collection of ready-to-install curtains with integrated lining, for use on windows.